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Introduction
Radiological Search
• Remote radiological source localization and mapping needed in
first-response and disaster prevention scenarios in areas
containing one (or more) radiation sources
• UAVs: ideal platforms for traversing arbitrary terrain when
equipped with specialized, lightweight radiation sensors

3D map fused with radiological
measurements for source localization

• Resolution of radiological sensing improved when fused with pose
estimates and 3D map information obtained through SLAM [1]
• Mixed UGV/UAV teams also of interest

• Single UAV radiological mapping solutions exist (LAMP), but
interest expanding to coordinated multiple agents:
• Search time: Parallelization ➔ faster search
• Robustness: Hardware redundancy to failures

• Issues: need collaboration, but no GPS and limited communication

Localization and Mapping Platform
(LAMP) from LBNL

Goal: enable fast/safe exploration & mapping in partially known/unknown environments
(1) Rapid exploration (2) Robust perception and planning (3) Collaborative (global) mapping
[1] R. Pavlovsky, J. W. Cates, W. J. Vanderlip, T. H. Y. Joshi, A. Haefner, E. Suzuki, R. Barnowski, V. Negut, A. Moran, K. Vetter, and B. J. Quiter,
“3D gamma-ray and neutron mapping in real-time with the localization and mapping platform from unmanned aerial systems and man-portable configurations,” 2019.

Intelligent Radiological Search
Agent Path Planning and Optimal Behavior
• Many ways to plan from A ➔ B given map, e.g., to rapidly get to an identified hotspot
• Without map for localization, agents must explore/map environment in real-time while
tracking position of themselves and teammates using onboard perception
➔ Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
➔ with multiple agents ➔ collaborative SLAM (C-SLAM)

Haiti Earthquake, 2010

• Progress can be much slower in poorly known environment (safety; best route unknown)
• Will have direct impact on radiological search agent’s performance

• Objective: investigate architectures/algorithms for radiological navigation/mapping
➔ best options for speed/safety
Route planning
from points
A ➔ B in known
environment

Limited perspective
of robot at point A.
Shows importance
of mapping for
route planning.

Robot’s sensing radius

For radiological search, optimal agent behavior is directly tied to how well the swarm
understands its environment. Since there are no maps, we need SLAM.
Sources:
•
https://www.post-gazette.com/news/nation/2019/10/13/hard-rock-hotel-collapse-new-orleans-rescue-i/stories/201910130220
•
https://www.worldvision.org/disaster-relief-news-stories/2018-indonesia-earthquake-facts
•
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3V0oqnrml0o
•
http://archive.boston.com/bigpicture/2010/01/earthquake_in_haiti.html
•
https://kobe-convention.jp/en/planning/experience-kobe/dri/

New Orleans Hotel
Collapse, 2019

Under the Hood of SLAM
Factor Graphs, Measurements, and Loop Closures
• SLAM formulated as pose graph optimization (PGO)
• Represent as factor graph (probabilistic dependency tree)
• Relates estimated state variables, measurements, uncertainty
• Optimize MLE or MAP over whole graph

• Odometry (inertial/visual) relates states between
measurements
• Feature measurements relate states to observable
objects in environment (visual detections, LiDAR)

Loop closure detected
PGO formulated as Bayes net with between states X and X
1
3
X (robot state), Y (measurements),
f(x,u) is state transition model, and
Probabilistic Representation
h(x) is measurement model
of a Loop Closure

• Loop closures are special measurement of relative pose
between two states - “I’ve been here before.”
• Enables system to correct for gradually accrued drift
error using high confidence relative pose measurement
between two sets of state variables
• Only accept high confidence loop closures because
incorrect ones often catastrophic

Detection of a loop closure makes the
estimated poses within the loop
“aware” of their accrued drift. The loop
closure correction probabilistically
associates the first and last state of the
loop, making all estimated poses along
the loop track the real pose closer.

Estimated States

Observed Features

Odometry Measurements

SLAM: probabilistic optimization problem that relates odometry, feature measurements,
and loop closures to produce state estimates
Sources:
•
https://gtsam.org/assets/fg-images/image1.png
•
http://cogrob.ensta-paris.fr/assets/loop-closure.png
•
Torgesen, Andrew J. Autonomous Sensing and Navigation in Challenging Environments Using Unmanned Air Vehicles in Single
and Multi-Agent Settings. SM Thesis Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2021.

Measurements
Feature Measurements

Extending SLAM to Multi-Agent
Collaborative SLAM (C-SLAM)
Problem statement
• Each agent makes numerous observations (RGB-D, LiDAR scans)
• Information shared to collaboratively find matches between observation pairs
• Perform collaborative SLAM (C-SLAM)

UAV

UAV’s Local Map

Challenges:
• Computation and communication resource-intensive process
• Sensor (e.g., camera) detection robustness
• Inter-agent loop closures only when agents “cross” paths
STEP 1: UAV and UGV realize they’ve both
independently seen the same feature
Intel Realsense
RGBD Camera

RGB

IR
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Depth
LiDAR
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Cloud

Velodyne Puck
3D LiDAR

UGV’s Local Map

Agents are placed in a common reference frame by detecting inter-agent loop closures.
Common sensors only allow for inter-agent loop closures when agents “cross paths.”

STEP 2: Inter-agent
loop closure allows
states to be related
between agents,
creating a common
reference frame

Relative Range Measurements
via Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Sensors
• UWB around since 1990’s, but only recently become cheap,
accessible, and reliable enough to consider
• Range measurements do not require external infrastructure
• Advertised UWB properties:
• Relative ranging precision of ~10cm at 50Hz up to 100m
• Relative range computed via Time of Arrival (TOA)
or Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA)
• Operates without line of sight (LOS) and resilient to multipath
• Previously explored using UWB range measurements in PGO
problem to help combat global drift concerns
• Improves result, but some drift concerns remain

Demo of UGV agents performing relative ranging without via UWB
Each agent is equipped with a single COTS Pozyx Developer Tag

Nooploop
LinkTrack P

Decawave
DWM1000

(Current sensor of choice)

By adding UWB to our agents, continuous inter-agent measurement are possible
(i.e., inter-agent states are not exclusively related by feature based inter-agent loop closures).
Sources:
•
https://www.decawave.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/DWM1000-Module_600x430.jpg
•
https://www.decawave.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/DWM3000ES_600x430-01.jpg
•
https://www.decawave.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/DWM1001-Development-Board-1.jpg
•
https://www.nooploop.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/LinkTrack-P_800-400x400.png
•
https://store.pozyx.io/web/image/product.product/91/image_1024/%5B22-001-0001%5D%20Developer%20tag?unique=e6e049c

Pozyx
Dev. Tag
(Previously
tested sensor)

Inter-Agent Relative Pose Estimation
via Multiple UWB Tags per Agent
• Approach: Equip each agent with UWB array
➔ instantaneous computation of inter-agent relative
pose (instead of just relative range)
• Does not require inter-agent measurement exchange,
just set of UWB ranges.

• Experimental results ➔ Accuracy of our competitive with
state-of-the-art UWB approaches that relies on
continuously exchanging measurements (odometry)

Sum over all pairs of inter-agent antennas

Weighting Function

Calibrated UWB relative range measurement

UWB Range Terms

Minimize error between each pair of inter-agent
Function of θ and ϕ that devalues terms using
antennas at known relative locations on each agent’s
an antenna obstructed by the robot body
body frame and the received range measurement

Each UWB relative pose estimation is effectively an inter-agent relative loop closure
without needing to “cross” paths.
This work was recently submitted to the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS’22).

UWB Measurement Error
Pairwise Antenna Bias, Noise, & Obstruction
Ranging error spikes to ~65cm over-estimate when in predictable obstructed orientations

Running a moving
average filter over
incoming data
smooths out
measurements

Mean bias correction

Corrected UWB
range measurements

Moving average filter

This unique pair of
antennas has a
consistent
baseline mean
bias of ~20cm
over-estimation
even when
unobstructed
By subtracting measured mean
bias, measurement noise mostly
falls within advertised ±10cm

Raw UWB range
measurements

Weighting function aligned to devalue
known obstructed relative orientations

UWB measurement quality improved by accounting for pairwise antenna
bias, noise, and discounting known obstructed configurations.
This work was recently submitted to the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS’22).

Inter-Agent Relative Pose Estimation
Recent Experimental Results

Simple calibration routine and correcting for antenna obstructions ➔ Our results are competitive with prior state-of-the-art UWB
approaches even without needing to transmit measurements (odometry) between agents
Work was recently submitted to the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS’22).

Contextualizing Recent Work & Results
How does this help radiological search?
• SLAM is an essential technology for radiological mapping tasks (being conducted by Brian Quiter’s team)
where it is essential to explore large spaces in a time-sensitive manner.
• A multi-agent system can accelerate search while improving robustness and not over-straining
communication network
• Hardware demonstration shows current COTS UWB devices can be used to cheaply and effectively to
estimate neighboring agents’ pose
• UWB augments other sensors to improve DPGO/multi-agent SLAM algorithms
• Relative ranging measurements can either be directly incorporated into DPGO/SLAM optimization or several measurements
can be used to compute a relative pose
• Additionally, UWB relative pose estimations can be used to help reject bad feature-based loop closures

• Our recent work achieves UWB relative pose estimation accuracy results competitive with prior state-ofthe-art UWB approaches even without needing to transmit measurements (odometry) between agents
Integrating our UWB relative pose estimation system into a larger DPGO/multi-agent
SLAM pipeline will improve the agents’ ability to collaboratively perform radiological search

Future Work
Next Milestones

1. Extend current 2D to 3D relative pose estimation
2. Integrate UWB sensors onto UAV platforms, in addition to current UGV setup
3. Directly incorporate UWB 3D relative pose estimation into full state-of-the-art multiagent SLAM pipeline (Kimera-Multi)
4. Fly UWB sensors on LAMP radiological search platform with our LBNL collaborators
5. Show radiation detections in real-time on our constructed SLAM map
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